Integration of FOREST-LINÉ CNC machines with Flexitool into CAD / CAM / PLM manufacturing process using the ICAM PSE solution (Post-processing, Simulation & Emulation)

A post processor is the critical component between your CAM system and machine tool which allows users to properly drive their CNC machine.

ICAM PSE - Post-processor, Simulation and Emulation benefits:
- Optimize the use of your FOREST-LINÉ CNC machines
- Open your CNC machines to major CAD / CAM systems (CATIA, NX, Creo, WorkNC, PowerMill, Mastercam and more…)
- Allows you to easily switch a job from machine A to machine B
- Unique technology where simulation dynamically impacts post-processing to avoid collisions
- Integrate full machine simulation with post-processing

Major CAD / CAM systems / Flexitool Integration using the ICAM Universal Holding Fixture solution

ICAM Flexitool solution offers:
- Automatic setup of the Flexitool based on location
- Machine simulation synchronized with machine simulation
- Dynamic actuator retraction to avoid any collision with the tool
- Allows to take full advantage of your FOREST-LINÉ machines investment
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